INTRODUCTION
Choking limits and flow variables for passages are important parameters in one-dimensional, commessible flow in heated the design of gh-coo~ed beam stops and g&-ool~-reactor c;res, boih usually having heli~as he coolant and gra@e as 'the heated wall. Choldng lengths are considerably shortened by wall heatin~and both the -solutions for adiabatic and isothermal flows overpredict these limits. Consequently, an unchoked cooling channel configuration designed on the basis of adiabatic flow maybe choked when wall heat transfer is considered.
Subsonic passage flows choke when the exit Mach number approaches unity (isothermal flows are an exception which will not be discussed here). The local Mach number within the passage will increase towards the exit for either of two reasons or a combination of the two. Both reasons are the result of a decrease in gas density with increasing axial position caused either by (1) a fictional pressure drop or (2) an increase in static temperature as a result of wall heat transfer.
General formulations for treating ondimens ional, constant area compressible flows with combined friction and wall flux constant have been described in References 1 and 2. The treatments suffer in two respects: results are omitted for prescribed wall heat flux, and the Reynolds analogy is enforced. The latter shortcomin~which relates heat transfer coefficient to friction factor, is known to work well for hydraulically smooth passages, but over predicts the heat transfer coeffiaent for rough passages that maybe encountered for graphite and other materials. The purpose of this work is to present generalized graphical results to readily permit passage design for monatomic gases, the results including accommodation of any independently specified friction factor, heat transfer coeffiaent, and wall heat flux. Only constant area passages are considered, andt he specified wall heat flux is taken to be uniform. The symbols used aregivenin the nomenclature.
In the energy equation (3), the wall heat flux qW is prescrib&l. Note that the wall temperature does not appear in any of these equations and will not be required for solution of these; rather, its value will be subsequently obtained.
With the relationships of Appendices Al and A2, the stagnation temperature To is related to the static temperature T by the following 
(7b) -
In derivingequation (7), the energyequation (3) was integrated to obtain the linear dependence of stagnation temperature on axial (stretched) distance, this operation requiringthat the wall heat fluxbe uniform(independentof x). The solution to equation (7) was obtained by numericalintegrationusing the fourth-orderRunge-Kuttamethod whose treatment was that of an initial value problemwith all properties known at the inlet of the passage. The chokingdistance~-was obtained as the singular point of equation (7) was approached (1 -y in the denominatorapproaching zero). For~ẽ -, the solution of equation (7) gives the local Mach numberdistribution,M = fl~.
Withinthe unchoked mgiowthe static temperaturedistributionis recoveredfrom either equations (5) or (6) since y = I@ has been determined.Based on the same procedure used to derive equation (5), the static pressuregradientcan also be recoveredin terms of the local static temperatureand the Mach number,both of which were independently determined.Consequently,the followingdifferentialequations for static temperature T and pressure p were also evaluated by numerical integration having the y = I@ distributionknown from the solutionto equation (7):
It was then a simple matter to evaluate the local sonic speed c = (yRT)O"5and velocity u = Mc from their definitions and the previous results. All other properties of the gas, such as density, can be evaluated directly (algebraically) using these results and the equations of state in Appendix Al. Now determination of the wall temperature distribution is considered.
The local heat transfer coeffiaent h is defined by the ratio of wall heat flux qW to the difference between wall TW and adiabatic wall Taw temperatures. The local wall temperature with qW specified and h known from correlations is then found from the following
where TO is the known, linearly distributed stagnation temperature obtained from equation (3),~is as defined in equation (4) and~is the recovery factor which is taken as Prandtl raised to the 1/3 power or about 0.88 for most gases. Since~and 1-~are both small, the bracketed term in the above is nearly unity, which means the adiabatic wall temperature is very nearly identical to the stagnation temperature.
It should be mentioned that the heat transfer coefficient h appearing in equation (10) The parameter q appearing in equation (7a) represents the ratio of total heat transfer over any length L to the rate of inlet enthalpy, the ratio normalized by the stretched kl'lgth~L = 4f L/~(the parameter Q is independent of L, however). In the gas dynamics formulations that result (equations (7) through (9)), the friction coeffiaent appears in only the stretched axial coordinate~and the parameter q. The heat transfer coefficient, which here is independent of friction factor, only appears in equation (10) m obtaining the wall temperature distributionwhen the wall heat flux is specified. Since m this formulation the friction factor and heat transfer coeffiaent can be independently assigned, application of the Reynolds analogy has been avoided, and so the results are applicable to any smooth or roughened passage.
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RESULTS
The numerical integration of equations (7) through (9), solved as initial (inlet) value problems, was performed using variable integration step sizes in the independent variable & Because equation (1) 
APPENDIX B Derivation of equation (5)
Differentiating the first of Appendix A, Part 1, gives the pressure gradient as 1 dp dp .-= P~+ TZ.
.
R dx
Since pu = constant (from equation (l)), the density gradient is given by dp _ pdũ -udx"
Inserdng the last two results into equation (2) 
